ACDC RESPONSES RE: OFF/ US SEAFOODS LETTERS
(The highlighted text comes directly from issues raised in Groundfish Forum and US Seafood s
letters. These notes are in 2sections: National Standard "legal" issue, and "substantive" issues.)
RESPONSFS TO NATIONAL STANDARDS ISSUES

"promote conservation"

This action should be viewed in the context of a'trailing amendment' responding to the AI TAG

split which was aconservation necessity enacted in the 'spec' process without benefit of the

leisure of analysis of mitigation measure that would fulfill the National Standard 8mandates.
Previous Councils ducked the opportunity to deal with the community impact of that TAG split
in advance of the split.

Additionally, the more of the GV trawl cod catch taken in the Al, the lower the halibut bycatch
use, pushing the trawl catch earlier than late February also raises halibut bycatch. GV trawl
effort in March has lower halibut than in February. The H&L sector has half the halibut bycatch
rate in the BS relative to the AI. Italso has higher halibut bycatch mortality rate in the AI than
GV trawl.

"localized depletion"

This is aboogey man. In 541 &542 MS-GVs and shorebased GVs operate in the same exact
areas. 543 is the only area where shorebased GVs do not fish where MS-GVs do. The last two

BiOps have incorporated aperformance standard that favours limiting the amount of the AI
cod TAG taken in 543.
"excessive share"

Does any AM80 company have acoop share of more than 5000 tons of cod? (Or of YFS?) Does
any FLGG company have acoop share of more than 5000 tons of cod? How can temporary set
aside of5000 tons outof a 220,000 ton BS&AI cod TAG, which isthe basis ofthe AM85
allocations, be an excessive share.
"economic allocation as Its sole purpose"

As noted above, to the extent that Alt. 2results in more GV trawl catch inthe AI, and less H&L
catch in the AI, this action is likely to result in less halibut bycatch. More importantly, the

purpose of this action is to provide for the 'sustained participation' of Adak which is highly
dependent onthe cod fishery for it survival.
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dave fraser

From:
Date:

"Dustin Anderson" <dustin@premierharvest.net>
Tuesday, October 06,2015 10:27 PM

To:

"'dave fraser'" <dfraser@olympus.net>

.

Subject: Premier Harvest Adak -Re: C-4 AI Pacific Cod Directed Fishing Allowance and Delivery Requirement

Dave,

If you would, please express my sincerity to the Council for not being able to attend and not having aformal

letter over to the Council as required. As you now know, I've had back to back deaths in my family with the most
recent being Laura's tragic death. We laid her to rest this weekend in Seattle. She was 46.

If Imay, I'd like to be clear about our intent to process cod in Adak. We have standing orders and are negotiating
with groups now for cod and other finfish. When we negotiated the lease with the Aleut Corporation and the
City of Adak we made it clear that we were going to process cod once the repairs were made and the necessary

equipment was shipped. Premier has designed the largest live tank holding facility for crab in the entire US and
continues to upgrade power and energy systems that are critical to the vitality of astate of the art seafood
processing facility.

If Adak is not allocated atleast 5,000 Ml to our shore based facility, itmakes it next to impossible for us to

survive. The cost of energy alone In Adak demands that we land between 5,000 MT and 7,000 MT for us to build
athriving opportunity. The impact to the City of Adak and other services is beyond substantial. As aNative
American owned company. Premier continues to expand employment opportunities for local people and with a

viable cod opportunity, we would bring an additional 200 plus people to the island. That impact alone, would
change the condition in Adak.

Premier Harvest has invested millions into the Adak facility. We've created new and exciting markets for Live
and Fresh Alaskan Seafood, shipping hundreds of thousands of pounds of Live King Crab to destinations all
around the world via Alaska Air Cargo. Iimplore the Council to allow us this opportunity with acod allocation

that is currently provided to other communities throughout Alaska. Asteady access to the federal fishery of
5,000 MT ofAI Cod is critical to our communities survival.

Iwanted desperately to meet with the Council Members and express personally how much this means to all of
us. Thank you for your understanding and Ilook forward to apositive outcome for our community.
Kind Regards,
Dustin
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